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XXX. A Quantitative Study of the High-Frequency [nduct¢on- 
Coil. By  W. P. BoY~rOZ~ . 
r~HE behaviour of circuits containing self- and mutual- 
induction, and some of the properties of the disruptive 
discharge of a leyden-jar, were experimentally investigated 
by Faraday t and Joseph Henry $. The latter, besides 
studying the action of two mutually inducing coils, one 
of which was traversed by the current fi'om a galvanic 
battery, also discharged a leyden-jar through one coil 
and noted the currents induced in the neighbouring coil §. 
Henry also noted phenomena in the discharge of the Leyden 
jar from which he concluded that this must be oscillatory in 
character H. 
Perhaps the first direct experimental verification of the 
oscillatory character of this discharge was made by Feddersen 
in.the years i857-62 a~, by observing the spark in a revolving 
mirror. 
The mathematical theory of the oscillatory discharge was 
given by Lord Kelvin t t  and Kirchhoff:~:. The general theory 
of electrical oscillations has been discussed at more or less 
length, particularly by J. J. Thomson §§. 
Hittorf [l[], J .  J. Thomson¶¶, and others have used the 
discharge of a leyden:jar through a coil of wire about a 
vacuum tube as a means of studying the behaviour of 
the rarefied gas. Within the present decade many have 
repeated Henry's experiment of discharging a condenser 
through one coil of wire and studying the ei~eet produced 
in a secondary circuit. Many ~ have paid particular attention 
* Communicated by Prof. A. G. Webster. 
~" Experimental Researches : Series I. Induction of Electric Currents ; 
Series XII. The Disruptive Discharge. 
$ Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections~Scientific Writings of 
Joseph Henry : Contributions to Electricity and Magnetism, iii. (1838) 
p. 108, & iv. (1840), "On Electromagnetic Induction ;~' v. (1842) p. 200, 
"" On Electrostatic Induction and the Oscillatory Discharge." 
§ Ibid. pp. 182 et seq. I1 Ibid; p. 200. 
** Pogg. Ann. ciii. p. 69 (1858), cviii, p. 491 (1859), cxii. p 452 
(1861), cxiii, p. 437 (18~1), cxvi. p. 13"2 (1862). 
t t  Phil. Mag. (4) v. p. 393 (1853) ; Math. and Phys. Papers, vol. i. 
p. 540. 
$$ Pogg. Ann. cxxi. p. 551 (1864); Ges. Abh. p. 168. 
§§ Recent Researches in Electricity and Mag etism, chap. iv. p. 251. 
I[ll Wied. Ann. xxi. p. 90 (1864). 
¶¶ Proc. Roy. Soc. xlv. p. 269 (1869) ; Recent Researches, p. 92. 
*** :Nikola TesIa, Electrical Engineer (N.Y.), xii. p. 35 (1891), xv. 
pp. 4"2, 65, 88, 531, 653, 579, 603, (126 (1893); published also in hook 
~brm. Elihu Thomson, Elec. Eng. xiii. pp 159, 199 (1892). H. Ebert, 
Wied. Ann. lilt. p. 144 (1894). Elster, 10. Jahresber.des Ver.fi Naturw. 
zu Braunsehweig, p. 43 (1895) ; Wied. Beibl. xx. p. 338 (1896). 
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Quantitative Study of the tiigl~-Frequency Induction-Coil. 313 
to the phenomena of the varying electrostatic field; while 
some have attempted to follow the behaviour of the current in 
one of the circuits. Colley * has accomplished this by making 
the period very slow and using an " oscillometer "--either a 
fluctuating flame or the mirror of an exceedingly sensitive 
galvanometer. 
Tlteoretieal. 
The mathematical theory of the so-called Tesla coil has 
been discussed by Oberbeck and others t. The discussion 
which follows is a modification and extension of Oberbcck's. 
It  is essentially a discussion of a system with two degrees of 
freedom. 
Let the suffixes 1 and 2 refer to the primary and secondary 
circuits respectively. Let V represent the difference of 
potential at the terminals of the condenser, I the current, 
Q the charge on the condenser, L self-inductlon, M mutual- 
induction, K cal?acity , R resistance. We have then to 
distinguish two cases :--(1) The secondary circuit is open ; 
that is, is closed by a capacity. (2) The secondary circuit is 
closed by a resistance, or short-circuited. 
(1) The differential equations f the system are :~  
V I+L I~t l+M~t~+ RII1 = 0, 
~t2 dI1 V2 + L2 + M -~/) + R~I2 = O. 
Making use of the equations of continuity, 
dQ 
I = 7~-' 
and of charge, 
v-q, 
these become 
Q1 dQl 
KI-~ ~-37~--,-__ ~- r  ~-Z[- = O, 
Wied..Ann. xxvi. p. 432 (1885), xxviii, p. ] (1886), xliv. p. lO ° 
(1891). See also Hotchkiss and Millis, Phys. Rev. iii. p. 49 (1895). 
t Oberbeck, Wied. Ann. lv. p. 623 (1825). Domalip and Kol,@ek, 
Wied. Ann. lvii. p. 731 (1896). Bliimcke, Wied. Am~. lviii, p. 405 
(1896). Wien, Wied. Ann. lxi. p. 151 (1897), gives the mathematical 
theory for. two.circuits in the general case, where they have not only 
mutual reduction, butalso mutual capacity and " mutual resistance "-- 
that i.% affect he distribution of the current in the bodies of the 
conductors. 
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314 Mr. W. P. Boynton on the 
Assuming that the solutions are of the form 
Q~ = e ~,  Q~ = ke ~,  
our equations become 
1 + L1KlX 2 + kMKIX ~ + RIKtX = 0, 
k + kL2K2V + MK~V + kR2K~X = 0. 
Solving for k, 
k= 1 + LIKIk "~ + RIK~X MK2k 2 
MK~k "° = I+LoK2V+R2K~k" " (1) 
Clearing of fractions, collecting, and dividing by the coeffi- 
cient of x 4, 
L1R~ + L~R~ + k~ L~K, + L~K~ + R~R~K~K~ 
k~+V L~L~_M ~ KIK~(L~L~--M ~) 
R1K, + R:K~ 1 
+kK~K~(LIL~-M~)-~ K~K:(L,L~--M') = 0, 
which is of the fourth degree in k. We are interested in the 
imaginary roots, which occur, if at all, in conjugate pairs, 
slneo the coefficients of our equation are all reaI. I f  we 
write these 
Xt = - -a  + /tg, X3 = - -7  + i~, 
X~ = - -  a - -  IB, X4 = - -  9~--iS, 
then by the theory of equations 
--(Xl+k~+X3+k4) = 2~+29/-- L.~RI+L1R~ 
LiL2_M ~ ----- A, 
XX,X~ -- X~X~ + X3k4 + (X~ + X~) (X3 + k4) 
(r=/:s) = as +f~ +. f+ $.2+ 4a 7 
LtK 1 + L~K~ + R1R~KxK2 
= K1K~(L1L~_M~ ) = B, 
- Xxrx~xt = - (xl + x o)x3x4- (xs + ~4)xlx~ 
O-q:*#O = 2~ (7 8 + ~)  + 2~(~ + ~) 
RaK1 + R~Ko. 
= KIK~(LIL _M ~) 
1 
- K1K~(L1L~-- M e) 
(2) 
(3) 
= c, . . . . .  (4) 
= D . . . . .  (5) 
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High- Frequenc,j Jf nduction- Uoil. 315 
From (3) and (5), disregarding 4a~, as small, we get 
as+f  ~ = B+ ~/BS-'4D2 ' ~ 's+~=B- -  ~/~2 ; (6) 
and from these and (2) and (4) 
A AB--2C A AB--2C (7) 
a=-~+4~B~ D, Y :~ 4~/B~_41) 
By making the proper substitutions, these become 
as + fls = L~K~ + L~Kg + ~/(LIK~ -- L~K~)~LF 4 M eK~K~ 
2K~K:(L~L~_M s) ; . . . .  
,its + Se = L1K~ + L:K~ - v' (LIK1 - L~K~) s + 4MeK~K: 
2KiK~(L~L~ - M s) ; . . . .  
RI[ L~(L1K~ + L~Ko) -- 2I£~ (L, L o-- M2)] 
+ Rg [L~ (L~K~ + L~Kg) -- 2K~ (L, L~-- M e) 
R~L~ + RsL~ + 
'd (L~ K,-- LgK~) e + 4MeK~K~ 
a = 4(LILg-- M s) 
(~) 
(9) 
(~0) 
R1 [Lg(L1KI + L~Kg) -- 2KI(L,L~-- Me)] 
+ R~ [LI (LIK1 + LeK2) -- 2Ko (LI L~ - M e) ] 
R~Lg + R~L1 . . . .  V,.~L,K~_ L--Ks)~ +-4 M~K;Kg ..... 
T = 4 (L1L~-- M s) 
The general solution may now be written in exponential 
form 
Q1 = Ee~t + Feast + Gc~t + He~ t, 
Q~ -- klEe~,t + k~Fe ~t + k~G&~ t + k4He ~,~, 
wlfich reduces to the trigonometrical form 
Q1 = e-~t[ (E + F) cos f~t + i(E - F) sin/~t] 
+ e-~[ (G + H) cos St + i(G-- H) sin ~t], 
Qg = e-"t[ (klE -~ kgF) cos t~l + i(k~E --k2F) sin ~t] 
+ e-~t[ (k3G + k~H) cos St + i(k~G--k.~H) sin St] ; 
or otherwise 
Q~-- e-~t(A~ cos/~t + B1 sin/~t) + e-~t(C~ cos St + D~ sin St), 
Q~--e-~t(Az cos flt+B~ sin fit) + e-~t(C~ cos ~t + D~ sin St). 
Equating the coefficients of corresponding terms, elimi- 
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316 Mr. W. P. Boynton on the 
nating E, F, G, H, and noting that we may write 
kl.=a + bi~ 
k~=a--bi,  
we obtain the four relations 
aA1 + bB 1 =A2, 
cO1 + dD~ = C~, 
ka=c+di, -~ . . . .  
k4=c--  d i , J  
--bA1 + aBl= B~, ]. 
--dCl + cD1 = D~, S ' 
The initial conditions that when t = 0, 
(12) 
(13) 
ZO_ dQ2 
Q1-----V1K1----VoK1, ~t  ~ ---0. Q2=°' dt =0,  
give the four equations 
A~ + CI=VoK1, --aA1 +/3B1- ~/C1 + SD~ = 0 ' l  (1~:) 
A2 + C~=0, --aA2 + f~B2--~/C2 + ~D~=0,J  
which suffice with equations (13) to determine all the eight 
constants. 
I f  from equations (14) we eliminate A2, B~, C0, D2 by 
equations (13) we have four equations in A1, BI~ 01, 1)1: 
A1 + C1 = VoK1, -~ 
aAl +bBl+cC ~ +dDl=0,  L. 
-- aA1 +/~B l --7C i + $D1-- O, | 
(aa + fib) A 1 + (ab -/~a)B1 + (7c + 3d) C l + (Td-- $c)Dl-= 0, J 
whose determinant is 
A = fl$(a ~ + b 2 + c ~ + d:) -- bd(a 2 + ~ + 7 ~ + 37) + 2tto, bd -- '2~$ac, 
and their solution 
A~ = VoK~ [~(c:  + a n) -- bd (77 + $~) + (ab -- flu) (~/a + $c) ] 
B1 = VoK1 [a$(c ~ + d:) + ad(T ~ + $~) -- (aa + tgb) (,),d + $c) ] 
A 
(31 = VoK1 [[95 (a ~ + b 2) -- bd (a 2 + ~2) + (ab +/~a) (Td-- ~c) ]
a 
D~ = VoK1 [/~/(a 2+ 37) + bc(a 2 + t~ ) -- (ab + tga) (Ve + Sd) ] 
A 
Or~ if we disregard the squares of the small quantities a~ T~ 
b, d is of the order of~, &e.), 
(15) 
(16) 
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High-Frequency Induction-Coil. 
A = t~(a- -  c) s ; 
VoK~B8(c "~ - ac) VoK~c 
A1-- A = c-----~ ; 
B1 -- VoKl[a~d + ads ~ --Be(an +/~b) ]. 
Cl~ 
DI= 
317 
5 ' } .  (17) 
V°K'f~8(a~-A ac) _- VoK~a .a_c  ' J 
VoK~ [fl~/a ~ + bct~--~a(~fc + 8d) ]. 
A 
where B I and D1 are small of the first order in comparison 
with A1 and C1. 
a and b of equation (12) are the real part and the coefficient 
of the imaginary part of kl respectively. From (1) we have 
k~= 1 + LIK~Xt~ + It~K~X~ 1 +L~K~(--a+i/3)~+R~K~(--a+i~) 
MK1X1 ~ MKl( - -a+i /3)  ~ 
- -  _ (--a-- i f l )  2 + L~K~(a'- +/3~) 2+ R,K~( - -a -- it3) (a 2 +/3 ~) 
MKI(a~ +~)~ 
from which we get 
a ~ - fl~ + L~K~ (a~ + fl~)~-- R~ K~a(a: + ~) .  
a = -- MKI(a~ +B~) ~ , 
b = - 2a~-  R~K1B(~ + ~) 
MK1 (a ~ +/~:)~ 
If a is so small that we may disregard its square in corn- 
parison with f12, these become 
1-- L1K1B ~ 82-  LtK1/3:8 -~ 
a= MKlfl ~ = MK1f1282 , 
R1K~_2a . (18) 
b= MK1B ~ ; 
and by substituting , /and 8 for a and/3, 
1 -- L,K18 2 /3 ~-L1K1B~8 " "~ 
c= MK18 2 = MKI~ , 
R1K18 2 -2~/  . . (18 ~) 
d= MK18 3 • 
Substituting the values of ¢~ and 8, we get for a and c 
L~K~-- L1 K, -- ,/(L1K1 -- L~K2) ~' + 4M~KIK~. 
a= - 2MK1 ' 
L2K~ -- L1K1 + ~/(L1Ki -- L.~K2) 2 + 4M2K1K2 
c-- 2MK1 
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318 Mr. W. P. Boynton on the 
Substituting these values in equation (17), we have 
l+x~r  K A I= ~-~VoK:  ; C1---- ~ --o :, (19) 
where 
LIK1 --L2K~ 
X = J(LIK1-- L2K~) ~ + 4M2K1K ; 
and 
--A2=C2= ao VoKI= MK,K~Vo ('20) 
a--c J (L ,K, - -  L2K2) 2 + 4M2K1K~; 
B~ and D, are small of the first order in comparison with A~ 
and C2. 
(2) I f  the secondary circuit be closed, V2 drops out, or K 
may be considered infinite, and our equation (1) becomes 
k= 1 + L1K,X ~ + R1Klk M)J Mk 
- -  MK lX  ~ = L2X ~+R2x-  L~X+H~;  
whence 
Xl--'-- --a + i/~, X~= --a--i/3~ Xa= --% 
where 
['L,Ro+ LsR1 R2-] _ Ls2R, + M*R~ . 7 
a=] [ .  L1L.~_M2 L2_] -- 2L.o(LIL2--M2) ' | 
~=/X/ L~ % f (21) 
K(L1L:--M 2); ~/= L-~" 
hi 
:L2 ~ 
t. ML~ ML2 2 .J 
C= L:~ 
R2"MK" 
The general solution may be written 
Qt -- e-~t(A, cos Bt + B1 sin fit) + Cle -~, 
Q2 =e-'t(A2 cos St 4- B2 sin Bt) + C2e -~, 
where the constants are related by the equations 
hA1 + bB l -- A~, 
aB, + bAl= B2, 
cC 1 - -  C 
R~MK(LIL2--M ~) 
= --~ L28 ' 
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High-Frequencj Induetlon-Goil. 319 
And subject o the initial conditions that when t=O, 
dV1 
V1 = Vo, dt" = O, I~ = O, 
or  
A, 4- C1 =VoK, 
--aA1 + BBI-701 =0, 
-- aA2 + ~B3-~,C~ =0, 
which completely determine the constants. Substituting the 
values of As, B.~, C~ in the last equation, we ge~ 
A, + CI=VoK, 
--~A1 +;~ B,--V ¢1=0, ~ (32) 
(an + Bb) A~ + (ab-  Ba) B, + 70C1 = 0, 3 
whose determinant is 
A~ = ~ V (~c + ~b- ~a), 
BI= ~7(~c- -~a- -Bb  ), 
c~ =Y-ff b ( -~-~) ,  
(~3) ~TI2"  
A~ = "~ ~[~(~ +B~)- Z(~ + b~)], 
83 -- ~ 7[c(aa-flb) - a(a ~ + b~)], 
C3---- ~-bc( - ,~-B° ' ) .  
The quantities which are observable and measurable in the 
ordinary type of instruments are not the instantaneous po- 
tentials and currents whose values we have just deduced, but 
the "effective "' values, that is, the square roots of the mean 
squares. It is desirable then to evaluate an integral of the 
form ~V~dt ibr the case of a sin~le-dam~, ped oscillation., and 
also for two superposed oscillations. By giving the proper 
values to certain constants this will include all the cases which 
we shall need to consider. 
(a) The general exponential form for an oscillation of any 
amplitude and period is 
¥ = E¢  ~t + Fe~', 
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320 Mr. W. P. Boynton on the 
where E and F may be coalplex, and 
X= - -~+Bi ,  I~= ..-~--Bi, 
where a and/3 are real and greater than 0. 
Then 
EZe~t F~e2~,t 2EFe(a+¢)t 
- 2x  
_ E2~e ~xt + F~Xe ~'t 2EFe(a+~) t 
2X/~ +" X+/~ ' 
where all the denominators are real~ or in terms of a and 
e-~'{ [g ' ( - -a  ~-fli) + F~(--a--/~¢)] cos 2fit 
= +i[E3( - -a+Bi ) - -F~( - -a -B i ) ]  sin 2/3t} 
2EFe-2~t + 
- -  2a 
Since the oscillation is real~ 
V = e-*t[ (E + F) cos/St + i (E - F) sin/~t] -= e-~t(A cos fit + B sin/St) ; 
substituting A and B from this identity, the imaginary parts 
vanish~ and 
e-~'t[{ (B~--Aq)a+ 2ABe} cos 2Bt 
SV,d  t=-  + { (B ~-A~)B - 2ABa } sin 2t3t] 
4(,,~+~) 
(A ~ + B~)e -~'t 
.a  
4a 
If, now,/3 is large in comparison with a, the first term may 
be disregarded in comparison with the last, and in particular 
So ® A ~ + B ~ V~dt= - a " . . . . .  (24) 
(b) Of two superposed oscillations each gives in the integral 
terms of the form deduced above ; but ghe terms arising from 
the cross products of terms with different periods and decre- 
ments require especial investigation. Such a typical term is 
MNe(~'+~)tdt = MNe°'+~)~ 
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High-F~'equency lnductlon-Coil. 321 
where 
M= A+BI  C+D/  
~-- ;  N= 2 ; 
l~= --at + B i  ; v= -,~, + 8i. 
The sum of all such integrated terms, reduced to the trigo- 
nometrical form, if V be of the form 
V=e-~t(A cos fit + B sin Bt) + e-~t(C cos 3t + D sin 30, 
is 
-- [(AC--BD)(at+./) + (BC + AD) (B+ 8) ] cos (~ + 8)t 
e-(-+~)t + [ - - (AC- -BD) ( f l+8) - (B( ,+  AD) (at +7)] sit~ (,~ +~)t 
(at+v) + (~+~) 
-- [(AC + BD!(a + 7) + (BC--AD!(,~-8) ] cos ( f l -8)t  ~ 
+ + [(AC + BD)(B--8)--(BO--AD)(a+7)] sin (B--8)t~ 
(~ + v) ~ + (B -  8)~ 
which, taken between the limits 0 and ~ ~ is 
(AC--BD) (a+7) + (BC +AD)(B+8) 
(~+7) ~ + (~+8) ~ 
4 (AC + BD) (a + 7) + (BC-- AD) (~-- 8). 
(~+v)*+ (~-8)~ 
or, if at "md 7 are so small that they can be neglected in com- 
parison with fl and $, 
BC+AD BC--AD 
~+~ + ~-8  ' 
which is ordinarily small in comparison with t.he principal 
terms, and call be neglected. 
(c) V is the sum of harmonic and oscillatory terms. The 
preceding discussion of case b is immediately applicable by 
putting "/=0. In general also the period of the oscillation is 
so much less than that of the harmonic terms t l[lat $ is negli- 
gible in comparisgn with ~, and our las~ expression reduces to 
2 BC which is entirely negligible in comparison with the , 
principal terms. 
in the case of the potential in the secomtary circuit of our 
apparatus 
f V~ 2dr- A2+B2 ( j2+D2 4~K22 -t 47K~ 2 , 
which becomes~ neglecting B~ and D2, and noting that A~= C~ 2, 
A~ ~ t i  1 A2~('~+v) 
4-K-~o2/;+7) - 4~7I{~, • 
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322 Mr. W. P. Boynton on the 
Substituting the values of A2 fl'cm equation (20), and of 
a aud 7 fl'om equat!ons (10) and (11), or directly fl'om 
equations (2) to (~), rationalizing, and performing the 
necessary algebraic simplifications, we get 
fo ® Vo2M2KI~(I~L~ + I~L~) 
V:~dt -~ 2 [ RtR~(LtKI--L~K~) ~ + M~(R~Kt + R~K2)-~]" 
The "effective" potential squared will be this quantity 
multiplied by 2n, where n is the frequency of the alternating 
current charging the condenser ; or, calling this V~ ~, 
-~  nVo2M~KI~(RIL~ + R.~LI) 
• = IO¢~(L ,S , - -  L,I~,)~ + M~(RIK1 + }~,S~) ~" (~5) 
The gener,~l expression tbr the current in either circuit is 
dQ ~-o~{ (--~A + ZB) cos Zt + (--~B- ~A) sin ~t  
I=  ~----- +e_~{(_TC+3D) cos St+ ( -TD-~C)  sin6t} ; 
j~dt= (--aA+flB)~+ (aB +~A)'~+ ( -TC+~D)~+ (~O + $C): 
o 4a 47 
__ (a: + fl~) (A s + B ~) + (~ + ~)  (C ~ + D ~) 
4a 4 7 ' 
which becomes~ neglecting a ~, T ~, B :, and D ~ as small, 
Applying lhis to circuit 2, where A~q= C~ ~, and substituting 
and reducing as beibre, we get 
So ~ K~KoV~M~(R,K, + R~K~) 
l=~dt = 2[R,R~(L~K~.L.~K~)~ + M~(R,K~ + R~K~)~] ' 
a~d the " effective " current squared is 
- -  nV0~M~K,K~(R,K, + R~K~) (26) 
]:~ = l~,l~:(L1K~--L~K,)~ + M~(~K1 + n:K~) :" 
In the case of the primary circuit we shall see that with 
our arrangement the ccefficient C~ decidedly preponderates 
over the others. Then we have 
f ]  8~C1~ Ii~dt = - V 
CI~[(RIK 1 + R.oK~) ((L1K1-- L~K~)' + 4M~KIK2) 
- (LIK 1-  L~K2) (R~Ki--R2K:) ~/(L1K1--L2K~) ~ + 4M2K1K2] ; ('27) 
: 4:K~K~ [RIR~(L1K ~-- L2K2) ~ + M2(R~KI-- R2K~) ~] 
and I1 --'~ is this expression multiplied as usual by 2n. 
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High-Frequency Induction- C~il. 323 
An interesting approximation is obtained when R~K~ is 
small in comparison with R~K~, and is disregarded. Our 
three formu|m just obtained then become 
nV0~U~Kl~ (L~ + L~ ~)  
- -  R.~(L1K~ -- L: K:) ~ + R~ M~K~  ; 
('25') 
(26 ~) __  nV0~M~KI~K~ 1~2 = R2(L1K1- L:Ko.)~-e R~M~K~ '; 
~1(~1 fi [(L~KI - L~K=) = + 4M~K~K~ 
--(L~K~- L~K~) ~/(L~K~--L~K~)~ + 4M~K~K~] (2T) 
I-, ~-~ 2K~[R~(L~K~_ L oK~)~ + R~M~Kf ~] 
It will be noticed that R1 and R o arc involved in the same 
way in all the denominators, and that the numerators difibr 
only by a constant factor which does not involve the resist- 
the first, which has a term in ~.  Rllees~ except Solving 
these quations for R o(L1K 1-  L.~K2) ~ + RIM~K1 ~,and dividing 
by M~K12, 
(LIK1--L~K~) ~ _ nV°~ g~{ 
R1 + R2 ~ - V o~ 
= ~ K-°v0~ 
V2 2 
b}(~I~[(LIK,-- L2K2) ~ + 4M2K,K2 
--( I,,K,-- LKo) ~/(LIKI-- L~K~)~ +4M~K,K~] ('28) 
In the case where the secondary circuit is closed, the 
expression for the current is of the form 
dQ = e-~t[(--aA +fiB) cosft I=3~- 
+ ( - - fA -aB)  sin ft]  --~,Ce-~ t. (29) 
f The integral I~dt then consists of two principal parts. 
The last is, by direct integration, 
~fC ~ _ ~/C ~ 
2~ - ~-" 
The first part, by the preceding discussion, is
( -- =A + fiB) + ( --flA - aB) ~ = (a ~ + fi~) (A ~ + B 2) 
4~ 4~ ' 
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324 Mr. W. P. Boynton on the 
Then, in the primary circuit, 
fo ~ (~,' + B') (A: + B?) ,  ~,¢: Ii~dt = - ~ "1- T"  
By making the proper substitutions, and disregarding 
small quantities, this may be reduced to the form 
~o ® V°~L~K (30) 
Ii~dt -- 2(L ~R1 + M~R~)" 
In the secondary circuit 
-~ (,,~ + B~) (A~2 + B~) ~/Co ~
I :d t  = 4a + 2 ' 
,~0 
which similarly can be reduced to the form 
fo~ V0'M'K (31) o~dt = 2(L ~RI + M~R~)" 
Description of Apparatus. 
In the experiments obe described, the immediate source of 
current was a large induction-coil, capable of giving at the 
secondary terminals on open circuit an effective difference of 
potential'of twenty-one thousand (21,000) volts when operated 
from the commerci'd alternating circuit of fifty volts. This 
was excited in ~arions ways~by current from a storage 
battery, by the commercial circuit spoken of above, and by 
current from a small alterlmtor kindly loaned by Prof. Pupin, 
of Columbia University. 
The condensers in the primary circuit of the oscillating 
system were sheets of micanite, 10 x 1"2 x ~b inches, coated on 
both sides with tinfoil to within about an inch and a half of 
the edge. They were arranged symmetrically in two groups 
of tw% and their capacity measured in electromagnetic units 
by the meflmd suggested by Maxwell" and employed by 
J. J. Thomson "fand Glazebrook :~. 
The condenser mployed in the secondary circuit consisted 
of two circular brass disks, slightly convex, of about ten 
eentimetres diameter, immersed in kerosene oil (petrolemn). 
Its capacity was computed approximately, but no attempt was 
made to measure it. 
The primary coil contained 34"5 turns of heavy wire, was 
22 cms. long, and 8"3 eros. in mean diameter. The secondary 
* Treatise, vol. it. § 776. 
t Phil. Trans. elxxiv, part 3, p. 707 {1883). 
~t Phil. Mag. (5) xviii, p. 98 (1884). 
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ttigh-Fre~uenc!t Induction- Coil. 325 
had 8~: turns in three layers, was about 30 cms. long, and 
10"6 eros. in external diameter. The coefficients of induction 
were measured by the shnple bridge method suggested by 
Maxwell ~, using alternating current and telephone ; and as 
a standard a coil of rectangular cross section, whose sel f  
induction was computed by the method of Stefan t. 
Fig. 1.  korff Col! 
The primary spark passed between two balls of zinc, 
2 centim, in diameter, and was blown out by an air-blast 
from a Sturtevant blower driven by a small electric motor. 
The phenomena so obtained were more regular than when 
the spark passed in oil. 
The electrical dimensions of different parts of the system, 
in C.G.S. absolute lectromagnetic units, are as follows :--  
1,105,000 ---- Self-induction of standard coil. 
L1 = 54,000 -- Self-induction of F-rimary coil. 
L~ = 454,000 = Self-induction of secondary coil. 
M ---= 77,000 = 1VIutual-induction f the two coils. 
K1 = 1"6 x 10-Is= Capacity of primary condenser. 
K2 = 2 x 10-2°= Capacity of secondary condenser, when 
present. 
Treatise, vol. xi. §§ 756, 757. 
t Wied. Ann. xxii. pp. 107-117 (1884). 
~hil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 46. ~o. 280. Sept. 1898. 2 A 
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326 Mr. W. P. Boynton on the 
The resistances of the two coils to steady currents are 
small, of the order of "05 and "3 ohm respectively. RI and 
]/~ will, however, contain not only these, increased perhaps 
considerably on account of the peripheral distribution of the 
current, but also the resistances of whatever measuring- 
instruments are inserted, and of the spark-gaps, where such 
exist. 
Period. 
If in equation (19) we insert these values, we find 
A1-----'03VoK1; Ca- '97VoK I. 
That is, the oscillation whose period is de~ermined by the 
value of 3 decidedly predominates in the primary circuit. 
This is due simply to the choice of dimensions of the system. 
The corresponding frequem-y hardly differs fi'om the natural 
fl-equency of the primary system. 
The experimentaldeterminations of the period of oscillation 
were made by photographing a spark by means of a rotating 
mirror. The mirror itself was cencave, silvered on the face, 
of about 36-eentim. focal length, and mounted on the end of 
the shaft of an electric motor. The photographic plates were 
set at a distance of 8P5 centim, fl'om the centre of the face of 
the mirror, and the speed of the motor was determined by com- 
parison with a standard tuning-fork by a stroboscopic method. 
The photographs of the most value were taken of the spark 
in the primary circuit. Some were taken also of that in the 
secondary circuit. ; but these seem by th~ theory to represent 
an oscillation superposed upon a current dying away loga- 
rithmically, and the photographs are correspondingly hazy. 
In each photograph there appear several distinct sparks, each 
showing fine striations, which indicate the oscillations (see 
fig. 2) ~. 
In Table I. are given (a) the number of" revoIutions per 
second of the mirror, (b) the number of oscillations distinctly 
visible in a given photograph, (c) the mean length of an 
oscillation, (d) the double frequency of oscillation computed 
fi'om a and c. 
The dimensions of" our apparatus would give, substituting 
in equation (9), 
---- 3,400,000; 
m:d the freqnency would be 
2~ = 542,000. 
In each photograph t ere appear several distivct sparks, each showing 
,fine striations, which indicate the oscillations. The~e are unfortunately 
hardly visible in the reproductions. 
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High-IZre~uency Induction- Coil. 327 
The mean observed double frequency, from the table, 
is 17017,000, which would give the observed frequency 
510,000 nearly. This is as good a degree of agreement 
as could be expected, considering the degree of accuracy 
of our knowledge of the constants of the system. 
Fig. 2. 
TABLE I.  
5O 
5O 
50 
5O 
5O 
5O 
5O 
5O 
50 
64 
64 
64 
64 
64 
64 
5. c. 
"05 
"05 
'053 
.05 
-053 
"051 
16 .047 
.05 
6 "05 
4 "06 
3 "063 
5 "07. 
7 "064 
5 "068 
7 "063 
d. 
1'02(~ × 10 s 
1 "026 
'963 
1 '026 
-963 
"998 
1 "097 
1 ~)26 
1 "026 
1 '093 
1.037 
"939 
1 "026 
"967 
1 "044 
Average ......................... 1017× 106 
Maximum Potential. 
I t  appears from equat ion (20) that the greatest  dif ference 
of potent ia l  which we can h~ve in the secondary c i rcui t  is 
2C.~ = 2VoMK~ - -  2"7 V o. 
K~ ~/ (L1K1- -  L:K2)~ + 4M2KIK~ 
2Ai~ 
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328 :Mr. W. P. Boynton on the 
The maximum potential was tested, roughly, by the 
measurement of spark-lengths, using tbr potentials of less 
than 30,000 volts determinations made by myself with the 
alternating current upon the absolute electrometer; higher 
otentials were taken from curves drawn from data given by 
eydweiller *, potentials above 50,000 volts being obtained, 
when necessary, by extrapolation. 
In the accompanying Table II., which gives a few out of a 
groat number of determinations, column a gives the length of 
the primary spark, b is the corresponding potential Vo, c is 
the length of the secondary spark, d the potential corre- 
sponding thereto, and e the ratio d/b, which should have for 
its limit, as shown above, the value "2'7. The extreme values 
found range from 1"3 to 2"74, with averages in different 
groups of from 1'7 to 2"34. 
TABLE I I .  
b. c. d. e. 
I 
J~ 
~J 
. i 
~J 
24,500 
y~ 
~J 
19,450 
~J 
J~ 
13,650 
J J  
7,300 
3"19 
2"84 
3"3 
2"5 
2"89 
2"11 
2"25 
2"07 
2"51 
2"4 
1 "87 
2"65 
1"5 
1"28 
1 "06 
1 "35 
1 "24 
1 '08 
"75 
"68 
"775 
"78 
'725 
"75 
"765 
"555 
"27 
"325 
"475 
"375 
53,100 
51,200 
53,700 
49,200 
5 [ ,500 
46,200 
47,300 
45,900 
49,200 
48,400 
44,200 
50,400 
40,400 
37,200 
33,000 
38,400 
36,600 
30,400 
23,500 
21,650 
24,1 O0 
24,200 
22,800 
23,500 
23,900 
18,300 
9,500 
11,300 
16,000 
12,900 
2"165 
2"09 
2"19 
2"01 
2'1 
1 "88 
1 '93 
1"87 
2 01 
1"97 
2"27 
2-59 
2O8 
1 "91 
1"7 
1'97 
1-88 
2"225 
1'72 
2 "585 
1'76 
1'77 
1 "67 
1 "72 
1"75 
2"505 
1.30 
1'55 
2-19 
1"77 
The measurements  of  the  ef fect ive d i f ference of potent ia l  in  
the secondary  c i rcu i t  were  made by  means  of a modi f ied  
* Wied. Ann. xlviii, p. 213 (1893). 
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High-Frequenc ~' Ind~ction- Coil. 329 
quadrant electrometer used idiestatically. Only one,.of the 
quadrants was retained, and the needle was supported on a 
horizontal axis with jewelled bearings (fig. 3). These bearings 
Fig. 3. 
t 
y~ 
3 , 
were carried on glass pillars, but on account of the high 
frequency the metallic parts had to be electrically connected 
to the needle. Neglect of this precaution resulted in the 
destruction of ne of the jewels. The needle had suitable 
adjustments for level and sensitiveness and carried a plane 
mirror~ enabling its deflexions to be read with mirror and 
scale. The whole was immersed in k~'rosene oil, to prevent 
~parking. The oil served also as ~ damper to mechanical 
motions, and to increase the sensitiveness. The instrument 
gave a calibration-curve which was an ahnost perfect parabola, 
lts constant was frequently redetermined by the absolute 
attracted-disk electrometer belonging to the University*, 
* See Edmondson~ Physical Review~ Feb. 1898. 
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330 Mr. W. P. Boynton on the 
The effective currents were measured by a form of hot-wire 
ammeter or dynamometer due to Hertz*. The current 
traversed a fine german-silver wire which held a small steel 
wire in equilibrium against the torsion era spring (fig. 4). The 
Fig. 4. 
Wooat 
/ 
Stee l  ~ i re  
heat due to the current expanded the wire and allowed the 
steel wire to rotate under the influence of the spring. The 
deflexions were read with mirror and scale. These instru- 
ments were repeatedly calibrated, using a storage battery and 
known resistances, or current from a step-down transfbrmer 
through a known non-inductive resistance, or by comparison 
with various Wes~on amm&ers. The results were gratifyingly 
uniform. The sizes of wire used were numbers 30, 36, 40, with 
carrying capacity varying from 2 to "5 amperes. The instru- 
ments a'ere very deadbeat, and particulurly in the case of the 
smaller wires came to the final readings very promptly and 
returned to zero almost as promptly. 
The sensitive qnadrant electrometer just described was 
connected in parallel with the secondary capacity K2, and She 
two dynamometers were inserted in convenient positions in 
Fig. 5. 
:E r Absolute Electrometer. 
E~. Sensitive Electrometer. 
I% 
Dx, D2. Dynamometers. 
K~, K~. Condensers. 
the. primary..and .secondary circuits. ..kfter many trials of 
different positions, the dynamometer for the primary circuit 
was placed in the branch containing the spark-gap (fig. 5). 
The terminals of the secondary circuit of the large induction- 
coil were permanently connected to the absolute lectrometer, 
as well as to the primary condenser of the oscillatory system. 
• Zeltsahr.fur Inst. iii. pp. 17-19 (1883) ; Ges. Werke, Bd. i. p. 2~7. 
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Itlgh-Frequenc S [nductlon-CoiI. 331 
In taking a series of observations the primmy spark-gap is 
at first disconnected, and th~ current t~nrougla the primary 
circuit of the Ruhmkorff coil is adjusted by inserting resis(- 
once or varying the excitation of the dynamo. Then the 
terminal difference of potential of the primary condenser is 
determined by the absolute lectrometer and recorded. 
The next step is to connect in the primary st~ark-gap, 
a(~usting its length if necessary. Then starting the blower, 
and allowing the spark to pass, readings are made of the 
deflexions of the sensitive electrometer in the secondary 
circuit ~md of both dynamometers. These readings are re- 
peated several times, allowing the instruments to return to 
zero after each reading; and then the primary spark-gap 
is again removed and the potential given by the Ruhmkorff 
again noted, for a check. The great variations of potential 
and frequency of the commercial circuit necessitated the use 
of an independent generator of current. Table III. contains 
part of the data thus taken. In column a is recorded the 
primary spark-length in cenf, imetres ; under V0 the potential 
corresponding thereto; under b the maximum potential 
impressed upon the primary condenser when the spark-gap is 
removed, computed on the assmnption of a true sine.current. 
The columns I1, I2, V~ give the observed effective currents in 
both circuits, and potential in the secondary circuit, respec- 
,f 
f 
tively. 
1'8 
1'2 
¢~ l-t. 
o) 
~', 1"0 
"~ "9 
"8 / 
"7 ::~ 
"6 
15.000 
, /  
/ 
Fig. 6. 
x 
j J ~  
J 
20,000 25,000 30,000 
volts. 
The maximum impressed difference of potential, b, has been 
used as the most available parameter for the intercomparison 
of data, and is taken as abscissa in the accompanying plot 
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332 Mr. W. P. Boynton on the 
(fig. 6), which gives the observed effective primary current 
for a primary spark-length of 4 mm. All the curves for 
I1, I~, and V~ are of similar character, and show a decided 
rise with what may be called increasing excitation. The 
same was true, but in less degree, of the maximum spark- 
length in the secondary circuit, the data for which in Table I., 
however, are not classified with reference to this point. The 
question immediately al~ses as to the reason for this behaviour. 
The most obvious uggestion is that, on account of the excess 
of era'rent supplied to the condenser, the maximum potential 
effective at the primary spark-gap is greater than that indi- 
cated by its length. This suggestion is decidedly negatived, 
however, by the fact that the spark-length in the secondary 
circuit consistently falls short of the value possible on theo- 
retical grounds. It would appear ather that the cause of the 
variation in our phenomena is the variable resistance of the 
primary spark, and that the helpful influence of increasing 
excitation is simply due to the increase of current poured 
through the spark-gap at instants of formation of the spark, 
which serves to decrease its resistance. 
If we substitute in equation (28) the values of the constants 
of our system, we get, for n=125, 
6"75 t l~ Vo ~ 
II1+'387t1~= 56"8+ Ri ]x106V2~ 
= 2"5 x i0 -'s V°e 
= 190 × i0  - i~ VJ__ . 
and for n=136, ]a ~ ' 
IR, +'387 IR~ = (61"8+ 7.35 Vo ~ - -g ; - - ]  x 10 ~ V~ ~ 
---- 2"72 x 10 -ts ~ V°~ 
= 206 × 10 -18 V°e. 
112 
These values are for the absolute system of units. To 
change them into ohms, volts, and amperes, we must write 
for the coefficients of I0 --3, --9, and --9 respectively. 
The values of IRI+'3871~2, computed according to these 
equations (assuming in the first that ~ is small), are given 
in Table Ill., in the columns headed by IR,. i~ 2 is a purely 
metallic resistance, while R I contains the spark-gap ; so thai 
the resistance of this spark is in all probability he greater 
part of the resistance I~ I-I- "387 R=. 
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334 Mr. W.  P. Boynton on the 
TABLE I I I .  (con.).--Series 3. n=136.  
~o 
"2 
9P 
9, 
99 
,9  
~J 
~9 
99 
99 
.g 
~9 
9~ 
99 
V 0 • 
7,300 
p~ 
9p 
9 ,  
9 ,  
13,650 
,9  
,9  
,9  
19,450 
95 
9~ 
24,500 
9~ 
,9  
9,900 "73 20 "038 100 
10,400 "635 27 "037 106 
14,100 :04 10 "057 44'5 
14,350 98 11 "056 45"9 
18,050 .'26 6 "07 296 
18,500 :19 7 "064 35"4 
15,650 "66 87 "038 352 
15,840 "70 77 "045 250 
18,250 "90 47 "058 150 
18,90(} "08 32 '065 120 
21,600 .'20 26 .075 90 
23,200 '20 26 '072 98 
20,200 "56 246 '03 1,145 
21,400 '92 92 '053 365 
22,300 "97 82 "058 307 
26.500 "30 46 "076 178 
28,000 "03 44 '075 182 
29,100 "33 44 '079 164 
25,850 /03 116 '056 521 
2~,060 -81 188 "045 805 
28,000 "24 80 "078 268 
29,100 "23 81 "07 332 
30,900 "41 62 "081 249 
32,500 "47 57 -09 202 
The numerical values obtained from these different sources 
are by no means identical, but the results deduced from the 
values of V-~ and ~ will be seen, on inspection, to agree fairly 
well ; and all the results are concordant to this extent, that 
the values of the spark-resistance, as thus given, are all of 
the same order ; and that his resistance is a variable, but not 
linear function of the current in the spark. Fig. 7 gives R1 
for the same spark-gap as fig. 6, 4 millim., using the same 
abscissa. 
Whether  this resistance f~lls off indefinitely or approaches 
some finite limit cannot be told from the limited amount of 
data here presented. 
Closed Seconzlary Circuit. 
Substituting in equation (21) the values of the capacity 
and inductances of our system, we get 
B---3'905 x 10 °, 
which gives us the fl'equency 
~-- 622,000. 
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Fig.. 7. 
335 
10(3 
90\ 
8O 
7O 
6O 
O 
4O 
30 
20 
\ 
. \  
10 
15,000 20,000 25,000 30,000 
Vo l ts .  
Iqo direct measurements were made verifying this frequency. 
The few spark-photographs made show mainly the hazy light 
due to the current expressed by the exponential term. 
Substituting the values of capacit~ and inductances in 
equations (30)and (31), and reducing from the absolute to 
the practical system, weget 
y: 8 x 10 -1° 
II~dt =V°~ R I + "1694R~' 
y :  1"355 × 10 -l° 
I~dt= V°~ I~ + '1694R~" 
Solving for RI+'1694R2, we get for n=136 
R~ + "1694 It~= 1"089 x 10-~ ~ V°  
=1"845 x 10 -SV°~ 
Table IV. gives in colmnns a, V, b, as before, the primary 
spark-length, the potential corresponding thereto~ and the 
maximum impressed potential. In column c are given the 
lengths of spark-gaps introduced into the secondary dircuit, 
the spark taking plac_o between brass balls $ centim, in 
diameter. Oolumns 11 and I, give the observed effective 
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336 Mr. W. P. Boynton on the 
currents in the two circuits, while columns d and e give 
R~+'1694 R~, computed from ~ and ~ respectively by the 
equations just given. 
TABLE 1V.  
"2 
7~ 
7 '  
77 
7 '  
~7 
7 ,  
7~ 
77 
V 0. [ b. 
7,300 8,20O 
7, ()00 ,, 10, 
77 ~7 
, ,  11,430 
,, 127800 
7~ 77 
~J 7 '  
,, 17,300 
~t P~ 
13,650 14,900 
,7 18,100 
7 '  7~ 
c. ~. d. ~. e. 
0 '136 315 '067 130 
• 2 "124 379 "18 305 
• 3 "11 482 "188 279 
0 "83 8"5 "15 43 8 
• 1 "78 9"6 "2 247 
"2 "73 10'95 '31 10-25 
"3 "69 1225 "38 6-84 
"96 6"33 "168 35 
• "88 7"53 "225 195 
• 2 "85 8"09 '295 1133 
"3 "80 912 '415 573 
0 1 "06 5"2 "163 371 
"1 1 "02 5"6 "295 11"33 
• 2 "97 6"2 "355 7"82 
• 3 "95 6"47 "438 513 
0 1"25 3'7 "215 21-3 
• 1 1"17 4"26 "367 733 
• 2 1"14 4"48 "41 5"88 
"3 1-11 4"73 '49 411 
0 "7 4] "5 "128 210 
• 1 "66 46"7 "237 61"3 
• 2 "61 54"7 '405 21 
• 3 "54 69 8 "5 13"8 
0 1"15 15"33 '16 134"5 
• 1 1'12 16"2 '244 58 
• o 1 "08 18" 1 '311 35"6 
I "3 1"00 I 20"3 "481 14-9 
It will be seen by reference to the table that the values of 
the resistances here found are of the same order as those 
found in the case of open secondary circuit. 
It has been mentioned that the resistances R1 and R~ consist 
both of spark-gap and of metallic resistance. 
Gray and Mathews * show that the virtual resistance of a 
straight metallic wire to very rapidly oscillating currents is 
V 2 
Taking/~ as unity, this can be reduced to the form 
R'--Rr/~--nn - 
' Treatise on Bec~sel's Funct ions /p .  160. 
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where k is the conductivity. For n=500,0(}0 and k='0006~ 
this gives the rather startling result 
R / = 36,000rR~ 
which for wire of 1 millim, diameter would be 
RI '= 1,800 R. 
This deduction assumes, however, that the wh'e is at an 
infinite distance from other currents, while in our case the 
distance between wires is comparable to their diameters. The 
results of our experimental work would also entirely contradict 
any assumption of such excessive increase in metallic resistance. 
A brief comment upon the degree of accuracy attained and 
attainable in such work may be of interest. The behaviour 
of the dynamometers left nothing to be desired. They acted 
with much greater unilbrmity than the phenomena to be 
observed, so that any irregularity observed in their readings 
must be attributed to actual variations in the currents. As 
much can hardly be said of the electrometer. To give con- 
venient readable deflexions with the mean potentials observed, 
it required to be adjusted with such sensitiveness that the 
directive force was not large enough to prevent frictional 
disturbance of the position of equilibrimn. Further~ the 
inertia of the moving system was such as to prevent prompt 
reading of deflexions, and in case of intermittent action the 
readings obtained were a time-averag% which was necessarily 
small. The observations were of great vaIu% however, 
because they were of a wholly different ype of phenomenon, 
and fiarnished so good a check upon both the theoretical 
reasonings and the accuracy of the other work. ]n general 
the accuracy of the results obtained seems to have been con- 
ditioned almost entirely upon the uniformity of the phenomena 
of a blown-out spark in air. 
In the foregoing work an attempt has been made to verify 
experimentally the agreement of the actual behaviour of an 
oscillating system with two degrees of freedom with the ap- 
proximate theory. As specific onclusions resulting fi'om this 
comparison we see that : - -  
1. The main period of oscillation of the primary circuit is 
very nearly that deduced from the dimensions of the system. 
The same may be said also of the maximum potential attained 
in the secondary circuit. 
2. The effective currents and potentials, which are functions 
of the damping factors, and these in turn factors of the resist- 
ances, would indicate hat the resistances of the sparks are of 
the order of from 10 to 100 ohms, depending upon the amount 
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338 Mr. R. S. Hutton on the 
of current flowing through the spark. This conclusion is in 
gratifying agreement with the work of Trowbridge and 
Richards ~', who have similarly used the damping effect upon 
an oscillatory current o measure the resistance, but have done 
this by direct substitution. 
3. it  appears from Table 1V. that when the s condary ch'cuit 
is closed by a spark, the primary current decreases with the 
!ength of this spark; but the secondary current decidedly 
increases. This behaviour is not explained by the approxi- 
mate theory here deduced, but was most unmistakable both 
in early preliminary work and in the later more careful deter- 
minations here recorded. It still remains to be shown whether 
this is due to the conditions of the experiment~ or is to be 
explained by a more-accurate application of theoretical 
reasoning. 
In conclusion, it only remains fbr me to express my thanks 
to Professor A. G. Webster for his unfailing sympathy and 
helpfulness, which has rendered this work possible, and to 
Clark University which placed at my disposal the facilities ibr 
the work. 
XXXI.  Compound Line-Spectrum of Hydrogen. 
By R. S. HvT~o~, B.Sc.¢ 
1. Introduction. 
T HE general conclusion arrived at by spectroscopists with regard to the compound line-spectrum of hydrogen is 
that it really belongs to the element, and not to a hydro- 
carbon as was at one time supposed. Nevertheless the question 
cannot be said to be absolutely proved, especi-dly in view of 
Cornu's experiments, which seemed to indicate that if the 
vacuum-tubes have been previously washed out with oxygen, 
the compound line-spectrum disappears, or at any rate becomes 
much weakened. It seemed to me to be of utility to repeat 
(:ornu's:~ experiments in a different form, and also to preparo 
the hydrogen by methods different from those in common use. 
2. F~'actionatior, f the Hydrogen occluded by Palladium. 
It first occurred to me that good results might be xpected 
by carefully fractionating off the hydrogen absorbed by 
palladium §; and although my attention was shortly after 
* Phil Mag. (5) xliii, pp. 349-3(17 (1897). 
+ Communicated by Arthur Schuster. 
~: A. Cornu, Journ.*de -Phys. it. 5. pp. 100-103 &341-354 (1886). 
§ I was able t~. make use of this method by the great liberality of 
)lessrs. Matthey in lending me 50 ~'ams of lcalladium-ibil, gratitude for 
wblch I wish to express here. 
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